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Grantee Name

Grant Number

Grant Award Amount

Grant Balance

Average of Last 3
Months Draws

Grantee Spending Status

Illinois

B-08-DF-17-0001

$17,341,434

$30,581

$0

Ready to Close

Iowa

B-08-DF-19-0001

$156,690,815

$96,119

$61,768

Ready to Close

Mississippi

B-08-DI-28-0001

$11,722,116

$1,156,815

$0

Slow Spender

Iowa

B-08-DI-19-0001

$734,178,651

$3,803,179

$80,333

Slow Spender

Illinois

B-08-DI-17-0001

$193,700,004

$4,130,743

$178,636

Slow Spender

Missouri

B-08-DI-29-0001

$97,605,490

$5,970,297

$88,503

Slow Spender

Indiana - OCRA

B-08-DF-18-0001

$67,012,966

$7,139,376

$537,787

Slow Spender

Puerto Rico

B-08-DI-72-0001

$29,982,887

$7,149,226

$178,336

Slow Spender

Arkansas

B-08-DI-05-0001

$90,475,898

$7,649,392

$4,144

Slow Spender

Indiana - OCRA

B-08-DI-18-0001

$372,546,531

$15,771,872

$183,843

Slow Spender

Louisiana

B-08-DI-22-0001

$1,093,212,571

$93,000,209

$4,158,929

Slow Spender

Texas - GLO

B-08-DI-48-0001

$3,113,472,856

$330,413,556

$9,671,104

Slow Spender

$5,977,942,219

$476,311,366

$15,143,384

Total

Grantee Spending Status
Slow Spender = if Required monthly pace is greater than Last month draws and the grant status is active
On Pace = if Required monthly pace is less than Last month draws and the grant status is active

Target Closeout Dates
The Department has reviewed the spending performance of CDBG-DR grants awarded in response to disasters in 2006 and 2008. In May 2013, HUD reviewed historical data on
quarterly disbursements of funds from these appropriations. When averaged across grants, for Hurricanes Katrina, Rita, and Wilma; the Mid-West Floods; and Hurricane IKE grantees
expended 18% of their budgeted grant amounts by the end of Year 2, 54% by the end of Year 4, and 72% by the end of Year 6. Starting with Year 4, grantees expend approximately
10% of the total budgeted grant amount per year. This analysis concluded that most CDBG-DR funded recovery activity is completed within three to four years, and the recovery of
CDBG-DR grantees is largely complete after six years. The Department recognizes that there are many things that could disrupt recovery efforts: litigation, subsequent disasters, limited
construction seasons due to weather, or other extenuating circumstances. Nevertheless, HUD has determined that eight to ten years after a disaster, it is unlikely that a grantee will be
able to identify new eligible activities that are connected to the event. Therefore, the Department’s expectation is that CDBG-DR grants will closeout eight to ten years from the grant
As part of grant oversight efforts, HUD has established the following target closeout dates for the grants originating in 2006 through 2010. If a grantee is not spending at a pace to
complete the recovery activities by these target dates, HUD will evaluate the grantees capacity and will provide technical assistance to advance the grantee towards closeout. While not
statutory, these target deadlines are intended to focus all parties on the goal of timely recovery.
The Last Month Spending amount is the sum of vouchers both submitted to LOCCS and Completed in LOCCS during the reporting month. A voucher submitted on the last day of the
previous month and completed in the reporting month will not be included in the Last Month Spending amount.
CDBG-DR Targeted Closeout Dates
2008 Grants (Grant Numbers begin with B-08-)---------------Past Target Date

